A mirror in the mind: a case of visual allaesthesia in homonymous hemianopia.
We report the case of a 61-year-old female patient with intracranial bleeding in left parietal and parieto-temporal regions and a history of epilepsy and migraine. MR images showed lesions of the optic radiation, but primary visual cortical areas were intact. Perimetric testing revealed an incomplete right hemianopia. The patient claimed that visual percepts from her intact field were projected as "mirror images" into the hemianopic field. The illusory images were weak and sometimes difficult to detect, but focusing spatial attention on the "mirror" image increased its saliency. Drawings the patient made of her pseudo-hallucinations revealed that the illusions were lateral transpositions instead of mirror images of real objects. The illusions were tilted in clockwise direction and were never colored, although color discrimination was unimpaired in the patient's left hemifield. We quantified the characteristics of the pseudohallucinations in several experiments: The patient was asked to adjust the position, rotation angle, and size of a white test card in her blind field so that it corresponded with the illusory projection of a card of standard size and position that was presented in the intact field. The test card was compressed in horizontal size by 20% and positioned 17 degrees visual angle to the right of the standard, shifted 1.5 degrees upward or downward, and rotated in clockwise direction by 22.6 degrees on average. Large objects in the intact field were projected incompletely into the blind area. Our patient's symptoms are similar to those reported in earlier case studies of visual allaesthesia. We hypothesize that the "mirror image" is induced by sparse input from contralesional V1 via the corpus callosum upstream of the lesion site and a lack of inhibition or hyperexcitability of ipsilesional early visual areas after deafferentation. The rotation of the illusions may be induced by the parietal lesions causing faulty co-ordinate computations, e.g., an inability to integrate visual and otholitic input.